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Abstract
In SWP 4.1.1 ship handling simulators were assessed regarding their effectiveness in education,
assessment and examination. Three representative exercise scenarios were developed and
implemented in three different ship handling simulators. Target evaluation criteria were developed
and experienced skippers with solid professional experience tested and evaluated the set of
selected simulation courses and compared them with real-life situation. Their feedback was
collected using questionnaires, analysed and summarized within this report.
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1. Introduction
PROMINENT, a project funded from the Horizon 2020 programme, addresses the key needs for
technological development, as well as the barriers to innovation and greening in the European
inland navigation sector. PROMINENT thereby is fully in line with the objectives of the European
action programme NAIADES-II. PROMINENT is aimed at providing solutions which make inland
navigation as competitive as road transport in terms of air pollutant emissions by 2020 and beyond.
In parallel PROMINENT aims to further decrease the energy consumption and carbon footprint of
IWT, an area where Inland Waterway Transport (IWT) already has a strong advantage compared to
road transport.
PROMINENT focusses on:
– Massive transition towards efficient and clean vessels;
– Certification and monitoring of emission performance and development of innovative regimes;
– Harmonisation and modernisation of professional qualifications and the stimulation of the further
integration of IWT into sustainable transport chains.
The PROMINENT partners have found broad support among political and commercial decision makers
in the field of inland navigation. Through its direct access to relevant industrial stakeholders and
member states the consortium has obtained significant backup needed to perform the work. The
commitment of these organisations will lead to a high acceptance and further dissemination of
results.
Work Package 4 “Digital Education Tools” supports the ongoing process of harmonisation and
modernisation of professional qualifications in inland navigation on a (pan-) European level and in
addition supports the ongoing process of integration of IWT knowledge into general logistics
education.
The effectiveness of the use of ship-handling simulators for the purposes of education, assessment
and examination, especially in relation to Knowledge of Specific Situations (KSS) and practical
examinations, are investigated in SWP4.1. A comparison between simulator-based education and
training on the one hand and real-life applications on the other shall show the advantages and
disadvantages of the use of ship-handling simulators. Recommendations for the standardized use of
simulators in education and exams can be derived.
Learning, practicing and analysing – the list of possible applications of modern simulation
technology is long and is not limited to the well-known flight simulators, but for many years also
includes the sector of inland waterways.
Previous work:
The PLATINA-II report D3.4 describes the functionalities of a simulator, rates their quality levels and
gives hints how to test them.
The CCNR (CESNI) is working on standards for simulators used for practical examinations (ongoing).
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Current work:
PROMINENT shall develop answers, frame conditions and criteria for the capability of simulators and
hence pave the road for a broader implementation of simulators in inland navigation. This report
covers the assessment of simulators regarding the realism in comparison with the real-life practice.
In general two methods can be used for the education of nautical personnel on inland waterway
vessels: the training on board a vessel and the training on a simulator. While the vessel provides the
real situations, environment and behaviour of a vessel on inland waterways there are several
disadvantages like the costs, the time needed and the difficulty to provide special situations and
weather conditions on demand. This can be overcome by the application of a nautical simulator as
training platform because it is cheaper regarding the costs, can change scenarios very fast and can
provide any situation with any risk level without the danger of serious damage.
The nautical simulation as a tool for training and assessment of the qualification of inland
navigation crew members can be used on different simulator facilities in Europe. Due to the fact
that most of them are provided by various manufacturers they differ in their performance,
technology and equipment. In general a simulator for the inland waterway navigation shall be as
close to the reality as possible. The European project PLATINA-2 delivered a “Roadmap towards
standardisation for ship-handling simulators” in which all details of an inland navigation shiphandling simulator are described, discussed and assessed regarding their quality level for the use in
education and examination.
While the previous activities targeted at the technical definition of criteria a simulator has to meet
to be possibly used for training and examination, the work in this project is focussed on the
development of a procedure to assess the quality of an existing simulator in comparison to reality.
For this task – assuming that the technical requirements are met – the assessment of experienced
skippers is necessary.
In order to achieve a well-grounded assessment of a specific simulator three exercises have been
defined which include the most important operational and hydrodynamic demands on an inland
navigation simulator.
Preparatory work:
- Definition of exercises (scenario, vessels, procedure);
- Creation of an instruction sheet for each exercise which can be followed by an experienced
simulator operator/instructor (see below “Description of the exercises”);
- Elaboration of questionnaires (direct questions) to assess the different parameters and
functionalities considered in the specific exercise (see below “Questionnaires I-III”);
- Weighting of the different parameters/functionalities with respect to the relevance for
education/training/examination;
- Developing an evaluation scheme (Excel-table) with different assessments regarding
different main topics and targets.
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2. Description of participating simulators
a. SANDRA (DST)
Since 2008, DST employs a shallow water ship handling simulator ‘SANDRA’ (Simulator for Advanced
Navigation Duisburg – Research and Application), which allows basic and advanced training of onboard staff and contributes to the development of new research perspectives and activities. The
simulator SANDRA is a modern simulator, which always keeps pace with the state of the art in
science and technology. The modelling of the sailing dynamics includes all relevant factors like
shallow water and banking effects, interaction between ships as well as wind and current.
By a subdivision into various work areas, SANDRA is able to perform different tasks:
- Initial vocational training in relation to nautical topics lighting, voice radio, radar
installation;
- Ongoing training to prepare examinations and tests or special training measures for further
qualification;
- Special investigations like navigability studies for envisaged infrastructure measures, risk
assessments or analyses of accidents.
The high quality of hard- and software as well as the highly-skilled staff ensure the highest
technical and nautical levels for all activities carried out by the simulator. To meet the various
challenges, DST develops or modifies – as required – exercise areas including the electronic charts
and 3-D visualizations or new vessel models.
Specifications
SANDRA, the shallow-water navigation simulator shown in Figure 1, was specifically designed to
enable basic and advanced training of boatmasters and the development of shallow-water related
projects. The simulator, which is set up in the rooms of the Vocational College for Inland Navigators
(“Schiffer-Berufskolleg Rhein”, SBKR) in Duisburg, comprises five bridges for individual or
interactive use. In addition, all trainee stations are configured to permit on-sight and/or radarguided operation and the replication of nautical activities such as signalling and light scenarios as
well as radio communication.

Figure 1 Main bridge of the simulator SANDRA
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The centrepiece of the simulator is a fully equipped inland ship’s bridge. The high-resolution,
forward-heading 210° visual system (beamer projection) is supplemented by two additional monitor
screens for the astern sight. The modular operating console can be used for both inland and
maritime operation.
Furthermore, there are four additional training cubicles that are mainly designed for radar
operation. However, monitors providing a 40° field of view also permit on-sight operation. In
addition, there is the DST’s development station, which is combined with computers for software
development and the generation of the charts and the visual elements.
Operating areas and ship types
The simulator has a large inventory of ship types, which covers almost all ship types operating on
the Rhine, its tributaries and canals. Depending on the individual requirements of the customers
this database is updated. A selection of existing ship types is given in Figure 2 to Figure 4.

Figure 2 CEMT-class IV – L = 85 m, B = 9.5 m

Figure 3 CEMT-class Va – L = 110 m, B = 11.4 m

Figure 4 CEMT-class Vb – L = 185 m, B = 11.4 m

Fields of application
For each exercise on the simulator different parameters can be varied, as especially
- ship type including components (propulsion and steering device),
- operating area (waterways, ports, bridges, locks),
- traffic situation,
- environmental conditions (day/night, current, weather conditions, water depth).
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The following selected examples reflect some of the numerous fields of applications and operators:
Basic training (SBKR)
Within the framework of vocational training, nautical basics are taught under realistic conditions on
the simulator. These include the use of nautical aids such as VHF system, radar and ECDIS
(Electronic Chart Display and Information System). As there are often no possibilities for shipboys
(apprentices for boatsmen) to acquire navigation skills on board, the simulator familiarizes them
with the basic motion behaviour of an inland vessel. At the end of the course, the hardware of the
simulator is also used for the final exam.
Advanced training (BDB)
The German Federal Association of Inland Waterway Transport (Bundesverband der Deutschen
Binnenschifffahrt e.V., BDB) also uses SANDRA for trainings. The training opportunities are in the
hands of experienced instructors. In addition to standard courses, to prepare for patent
examinations, individual training content can be agreed on. Such special courses, for example, are
used to train the behaviour in critical situations or to make skippers familiar with new vessels or
vessel components. The training can however pursue other aims, for example, exercising an
economic navigation. All trainings benefit from the high density of events, which allows an effective
and risk-free learning. Training success is further aided by exercises being recorded, then replayed
and subsequently discussed.
Nautical projects (DST)
Since vessels and operating areas can be modelled as required, it is possible to test the navigability
of rivers, canals, ports or canal bridges already in the design or planning stage on the simulator.
Consequently, it can be checked for example, before the start of construction, if under normal ship
operation the foreseen water area allows safe inland navigation traffic.
For a number of tasks systematic variations of certain variables such as vessel length or current
velocity are required. This applies for example to the determination of restrictions related to a safe
control of a vessel. But also investigations into stress and fatigue of crew members in different
traffic and environmental situations can be mentioned here. Even for such tasks the simulator opens
new perspectives in processing.
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b. Simulator STC (STC)
In recent years, STC-Group has made major investments in developing new and upgrading existing
simulators. Thanks to these investments, STC-Group has the largest and most specialized collection
of simulators in the world. Many companies around the world from different sectors as shipping,
transport or port-related industries make valuable use of the STC-Group simulator park. As market
leader, STC-Group has constantly paid attention to keep the simulators up-to-date with the latest
international standards and recommendations. Certification of the simulators has always been one
of the biggest priorities for STC-Group as well.
The full mission bridge inland navigation simulator of STC-Group was built in 2005 in collaboration
with Alewijnse and runs on Diomedea software from STC-Group. The simulator was exposed to the
public for the first time at the Europort Maritime exhibition in 2005 and later was installed in
STC-Group headquarters in Rotterdam.
Even though the Diomedea software developed by STC-Group was merely meant for maritime
simulators, many features for inland navigation were adapted and built-in, in order to make the
simulator valuable for the training and examination of inland personnel as well.

Figure 5 Full mission bridge simulator of STC-Group

Bridge equipment
The simulator has a fully equipped inland vessel bridge and has a 245 degrees visual system
composed of seven high resolution screens. There are also additional screens for simulating a
binocular system and a separate four camera CCTV system.
The simulator is equipped with both a Swiss radar and ECDIS and VHF communication using two
separate radios. Most of the features related to the conning equipment are software emulated. All
control equipment are real typical inland hardware controls and are installed in a one-man-steering
console.
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Instructor equipment
The instructor workstation is placed outside the room of the bridge simulator and is equipped with
two screens for controlling the simulator instructor software, three screens reproducing the central
forward view as seen by the student in the bridge, a CCTV bridge monitoring system and two VHF
radios for communication with the bridge simulator.
The simulator has a large collection of ship types representative for the Rhine basin and other
important national inland waterways.
A selection of existing vessel (types) is given below:
 Container vessel Myriam 125 m x 12 m with several different configurations of drafts and
addition of barges making up a total length of 200 m or a beam of 23.3 m;
 Tanker vessel of 110 m x 11.4 m with two different loading conditions with drafts of 2.0 m
and 3.8 m;
 Tanker vessel of 86 m x 9.5 m and a draft of 3.3 m;
 Several different types of small patrol boats;
 Several types of inland target vessels with different types of cargo, i. e. containers, dry
bulk, liquid bulk, ferries, patrol boats, tugs;
 Several types of High Sea target vessels with different types of cargo, dimensions and
sector.
The simulator can be used in many operating areas as rivers or ports worldwide. The most used
areas on the inland shipping simulator are:
 Rotterdam port;
 Vlissingen estuary;
 Imaginary and certified island Crenshaw, that includes a river and lake;
 River IJssel;
 Rivers Lek and Nederrijn;
 Part of River Rhine;
 Canal Amsterdam Rijnkanaal;
 River Waal.

c. NAUTIS (MAH)
Maritieme Academy Harlingen uses the NAUTIS Inland Simulator. The simulator includes an easy to
use set of instructor tools to prepare and control manoeuvring exercises, inland operations and ship
manoeuvring parameters. The simulator provides a compact yet natural look and feel for realistic
inland navigation training.
The wheelhouse configuration is in compliance with one-man operation requirements as stated in
the Rhine Vessel Inspection Regulations (RVIR). Besides it is height adjustable by trainee with
dynamic collision, wind and stability model. In accordance with the practical examination
requirements the trainee vessels and target vessels are very realistic.
The simulator has realistic control instruments such as RiverPilot, steering levers, engine telegraphs
for reversible gearbox, 360-degrees bow thruster and foot-pedal switches based on inland industry
standards. Besides, the type-approved River RADAR replicates realistic signal behaviour and
limitations such as pulse length, false echoes, rain, snow, waves, shadow casting depending on
water level and scanner height.
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At the instructor station the instructor controls the exercises and the vessel conditions, such as
dynamic visual, stability and sailing characteristics related to actual loading conditions. The
realistic interaction effects such as squat effect, bank effect and ship interaction effects using live
two-way fluid dynamics calculations.
The simulator can be used for multi-trainee sessions and parallel-trainee sessions. In a separate
area the briefing and debriefing of the entire session can take place, supported by recording and
playback possibilities.

Figure 6 Full mission bridge simulator of Maritieme Academy Harlingen
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3. Exercises
Within this sub work package three different exercises have been developed to assess these
functionalities of a simulator and methods to rate its applicability to the real world. Due to the
complexity of inland navigation it was not possible to integrate activities relating all functionalities
of a simulator in one single exercise. Not all details mentioned in the PLATINA-II report can be
checked in a limited time but the most important ones have been selected and grouped into the
three exercises with a length of about 30-45 min.
For each exercise
 The intention of this exercise is explained;
 A description of the scenario is given;
 The ship type to be used is specified;
 The process of the exercise is defined;
 The parameters to be considered are summarized;
 The functionalities to be evaluated are listed and explained.

a. Instruction
The exercises have been designed to be carried out on any inland navigation ship-handling simulator
which provides several inland scenarios and a selection of typical inland vessels. The exercises are
described in brief including the functionalities to be assessed.

I.

Manoeuvring on estuary/river/harbour with current

Intention
The motion behaviour of the own vessel is thoroughly checked. This includes manoeuvring with high
yaw rates, rudder and bow thruster and the influence of current.
Scenario
An exercise area, which should be available on the simulator, offering a river with current and a
harbour entrance with still water. The current can be either the flow of the river due to the slope
of the river or a tidal current in a harbour in an estuary.
Vessel type
A vessel of the CEMT Class IV (85 m x 9.5 m) or Va (110 m x 11.4 m) depending on availability and
river width. Propeller, rudder and a bow thruster of about 2.5 t bollard pull.
Loading condition: fully loaded or empty. Depending on availability
Process (to be carried out with current)
a) The vessel is in the harbour and leaves it downstream;
b) On the river it turns upstream;
c) It enters the harbour and stops;
d) It leaves the harbour backwards downstream and accelerates upstream;
e) It stops and anchors
Repositioning: Moored in the harbour pointing outwards;
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f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

The vessel departs off the quay, optionally releasing the lines;
It leaves the harbour moving upstream;
On the river it turns downstream;
It enters the harbour from upstream;
The vessel moors at the quay, optionally fixing the lines.

a
d

b

c
e

Figure 7 Sketch of 1st half of exercise I

f

j

i
g

h

Figure 8 Sketch of 2nd half of exercise I

A preliminary test showed, that departing and mooring is rather time consuming. As the departing
manoeuver is more simple than the mooring, it should be omitted and the repositioning shall be
done to the start point of (g) – leaving the harbour going upstream.
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1000

Danube river: harbour Sand
900

800

Shoreline
Fairway
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a) Leaving harbour forward - 2 min
b) Turning - 5 min
c) Entering harbour - 4 min
d) Leaving harbour backwards - 5 min

700

600
2200

2300

2400

2500

2600

2700

2800

2900

3000

3100

3200

Figure 9 Test-execution of the 1st half of the exercise (without anchoring)

Comment: A class IV vessel was used because the Danube is not wide enough to turn a 110 m ship in
this sailing area.
Parameters (letters see list in the PLATINA II-report)
b. Propulsion devices
This exercise contains accelerating, stopping and running backwards. So all possibilities of
the propulsion devices (engine and propeller) are performed and can be assessed.
c. Control devices
Within this exercise both manoeuvers with small rates of turn (normal steering) and high
rates of turn (turning) are performed. Additionally, the bow control system is used while
turning and running backwards.
e. Influence of current
The vessel passes the borderline between still water (harbour) and current (river) several
times. The helmsman can observe the behaviour of the vessel while entering and leaving the
harbour.
Evaluation: assessment of the realism of (see questionnaire I)
- general ship motion behaviour;
- controllability by rudder and bow thruster;
- acceleration and stopping ability;
- performance running backwards (low rudder forces);
- current influence on ship while entering and leaving the harbour.
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II.

Manoeuvring in a canal with wind and passing vessels

Intention
Special important effects like wind influence, bank effect and passing vessel effects are
investigated.
Scenario
Any straight canal with a width between 40 and 60 m, vertical walls preferred. A wider channel is
not recommended because of the reduced influence of the walls and the smaller blockage.
Vessel type
Two vessels of the CEMT Class IV (85 m x 9.5 m) or Va (110 m x 11.4 m) depending on availability
and channel width. Propeller, rudder and a bow thruster of about 2.5 t bollard pull.
Loading condition: fully loaded (because of the intensity of the interaction effects ship-ship and
ship-wall).
Process
− The vessel runs with about 8 km/h in
the centre of the canal for about 3
min.
−

Wind from 90° with a strength of 4-5
Bft affects the vessel for about 3 min.

−

The wind declines and the vessel sails
close to the starboard wall for about
3 min.

−

Another vessel encounters during the
next 6 min (both slow down).

−

Change of vessel type: loaded  empty

−

A loaded vessel runs with 8 km/h in the
centre of the canal for about 3 min.

−

Wind from 90° with a strength of 4-5
Bft affects the vessel for about 3 min.

−

The wind declines and the vessel sails
close to the starboard wall for about
3 min.

−

A loaded vessel encounters during the
next 6 min (both slow down).
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Parameters (letters see list in the PLATINA II-report)
b. Propulsion devices
The activities of the engine are less than in exercise I. In the canal the performance of slow
steaming can be assessed.
c. Control devices
The rudder and bow thruster is mainly used for course keeping but especially with lateral
wind, running close to the bank and while passing the effectiveness of the control systems is
of high importance.
f. Influence of wind
Depending on the shape of the superstructure the vessel will be affected by the wind and
needs a certain drift angle (empty more than loaded) to compensate the wind force.
g. Banking effects
A bank suction and a bow out yaw momentum are to be expected. When accelerating close
to the bank an additional suction due to the propeller should occur.
h. Ship-ship interaction
Bow out in the beginning, suction during passing and bow in at the end. Higher forces occur
for loaded vessels.
i. Squat
The squat should be bigger than in open shallow water. While passing additional squat
occurs due to the passing vessel.
j. Canal effect
The backflow due to the blockage factor reduces the speed over ground in comparison with
open shallow water.
Evaluation: assessment of the realism of (see questionnaire II)
- general ship motion behaviour
- controllability by rudder and bow thruster
- wind influence
- influence of a wall or a bank
- influence of another ship passing very close

III.

Navigation in traffic with different visibilities

Intention
The simulator in general is assessed in this exercise. This includes the bridge itself, the nautical
equipment, other vessels in traffic and the visual system.
Scenario
A river with current and a lot of other vessels simulating an intense traffic shall be used. The traffic
vessels can either be controlled automatically (routes or waypoints) or manually depending on the
simulator.
Own vessel type
CEMT Class IV (85 m x 9.5 m) or Va (110 m x 11.4 m) depending on availability and channel width.
Propeller, rudder and a bow thruster of about 2.5 t bollard pull.
Loading condition: empty (because of the higher speed when overtaking other vessels).
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Process
− The vessel runs upstream with rather high speed in the centre of the river overtaking and
encountering other vessels for about 5 min.
− For about 5 min the weather changes to heavy fog.
− For about 5 min the weather changes to night.
− Change of vessel type to an empty 185 m x 11.4 m
− The vessel runs downstream with rather high speed in the centre of the river overtaking and
encountering other vessels for about 5 min.
− For about 5 min the weather changes to heavy fog.
− For about 5 min the weather changes to night.
Parameters (Numbers see list in the PLATINA II-report)
2.2.2 Bridge layout
Arrangement of handles, availability of instruments, ergonomics
2.3.1 Dynamics of „own ships“
General behaviour, acceleration, deceleration, reaction on rudder activity
2.3.2 Traffic vessels
Softness of motion
2.4.1 Visualization system
General impression, richness of details, evenness of motion
2.4.2 Audio system
Ships sound, background noise
2.4.3 Radar
Quality of picture, adjustment options
2.6.1 Weather conditions
Representation of fog and night
Evaluation: assessment of the realism of (see questionnaire III)
- motion of own and traffic ships;
- passing ship effect (overtaking / encountering);
- 3-D-visualisation;
- bridge equipment;
- radar;
- ECDIS;
- VHF-operation;
- lights and signs.
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4. Evaluation
a. General purpose
After the execution of each exercise the helmsman shall fill a trilingual questionnaire (UK, DE, NL)
which askes for the degree of realism of each functionality appearing in the exercise, e. g.
Please assess the stopping ability of the ship.
Bitte beurteilen Sie das Stoppverhalten des Schiffes.
Hoe beoordeelt u het stop gedrag van het schip?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

All questions are related to a certain technical functionality of the simulator which is highlighted in
the question by underlining.
The complete questionnaires are presented in the following pages. Below each questionnaire is
space for individual comments of the skippers.
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b. Evaluation form
The results of the questionnaires are copied into an Excel-sheet. The columns are identified by the
topic, the underlined keyword in the questionnaire. Each question is related to a certain group
which leads to a dedicated evaluation of the exercises.
 Realism of ship motion (motion)
This group combines all items dealing with the realism of the navigation of the vessels. It
mainly summarizes propulsion and control, both in normal operation but also in
manoeuvers.




Realism of hydrodynamic effects (effects)
The special behaviour of the vessel in combination with environmental details is covered in
this group. Not all factors which affect the motion can be considered in the exercises but
the most important in inland navigation are included.
Realism of equipment and environment (bridge)
While the motion and the effects are related to the software the bridge is covering the
hardware and the visual system. As a simulator is not only a calculator, the assessment of
the “look and feel” while using it is also very important.

For each question a weighting factor can be chosen – in the example between 1 and 3. This factor
describes the significance of a certain question for the total assessment. The ratings for the single
groups are calculated using these factors.
For the groups also a weighting can be chosen to point out the special emphasis of a certain group.
For a customer who is keen on the highest precision of the simulation, motion and mainly the
effects will need a high group weighting while persons who rather judge with the eyes will put a
higher weight on bridge. Finally, an overall rating is calculated.
The structure of the evaluation sheet is shown as example in Table 1 and 2. The results of the
questionnaires inserted are fictive, just to show, how the calculation works.

Table 1 Evaluation sheet – part 1
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Table 2 Evaluation sheet – part 2
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5. Testing
For the conduction of the three exercises some plans have been made under the assumptions, that
between 1 and 3 skippers are present, an exercise lasts about 30 min and loading of an exercise
lasts about 15 min. The plans are listed in Table 3 to Table 5.
Additional time has to be provided for the start of the simulator, a brief introduction of the bridge
and its functionalities to the skipper(s) and a short period of sailing to get acquainted to the
simulator in operation.
Exercise

Load

1

Load

2

Load

3

Sail

Quest

Sail

Quest

Sail

Quest

00:45

1:00

1:30

1:45

2:15

2:30

Skipper 1
Time

00:15

Table 3 Suggested execution scheme for the exercises with 1 helmsman (single bridge)

Exercise

Load

Skipper 1

1

1

Load

2

2

Load

3

3

Sail

Quest

Break

Sail

Quest

Break

Sail

Quest

Sail

Quest

Break

Sail

Quest

Break

Sail

Quest

1:15

1:30

2:00

2:30

2:45

3:15

3:45

4:00

Skipper 2
Time

00:15

00:45

Table 4 Suggested execution scheme for the exercises with 2 helmsmen (single bridge)

Ex

Load

S1

1
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Table 5 Suggested execution scheme for the exercises with 3 helmsmen (single bridge)

The version 1 with a single skipper may lead to an overload of the test person – it may be
recommended to insert some pauses for relaxation and refreshment. Version 3 might be a bit boring
for the other 2 helmsmen not sailing and additionally stressful for the instructor. So it should be
recommended to invite only 2 skippers for each test campaign.

a. Detailed description of testing on SANDRA (DST)
First tests have been carried out at SANDRA with an experienced skipper using the 1st version (see
Table 3). The implementation of the exercise on the simulator SANDRA will be described in the
following sections.
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I.

Manoeuvring on estuary/river/harbour with current
Shoreline

400

River axis and bridge
a) Leaving harbour downstream

300

b) Turning upstream
c) Entering harbour
200
d) Leaving backwards, going
upstream
e) Going ustream and anchoring
100

0
-200

-100

0

100

200

300

400

-100

-200

-300

-400

-500

-600

River -700
Rhine: Duisburg harbour
Figure 10 Performed exercise I – 1st part

Explanations:
After leaving the harbour (blue) the skipper turns upstream, (green). It can be seen, that the stern
swings out driven by the current while the bow rests in the inner part of the curve with less current.
The vessel leaves the harbour backwards (yellow) and anchors on the left side of the river, where
less current is to be expected.
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Shoreline

400

River axis and bridge
f) Departing quai

300

g) Leaving harbour turning
upstream
h) Turning downstream

200

i) Entering harbour

k) Mooring at quai
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0
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200
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-200

-300

-400

-500

-600

River -700
Rhine: Duisburg harbour
Figure 11 Performed exercise I – 2nd part

Explanations:
After leaving the quay the harbour is left with a direct upstream turn (magenta) this part g) is very
similar to the turning manoeuvre b) before. Instead of performing a turn downstream to port the
skipper decided to go partly into the next harbour and to turn to starboard (dark green). This was
done because the current will swing his bow downstream and he will have a better position to enter
the harbour again (grey).
The complete exercise lasted 53 min. Long times were spent with the anchoring and mooring, the
departing from the quay was performed rather fast.
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I.

Manoeuvring in a canal with wind and passing vessels

The exercise has been carried out on a straight stretch of the Dortmund-Ems-Kanal (DEK). It has (in
this region) a rectangular profile with a width of 42 m. This makes it impossible to overtake and the
necessary encountering manoeuvres demand a certain experience. Two vessels of 11.4 m (together
22.8 m) leave an open water surface of 19.2 m which is the sum of the shore distances of both
vessels and the space to be left between them.
It is also good to determine the bank effect. The stability to sail straight ahead between the walls
rather close to the vessel is problematic because each deviation from the centre line will dominate
the bank effect on the side which is closer to the ship.
Sailing with lateral wind on a river will normally cause no problems but on a narrow channel the
drift angle needed will be much more obvious to the skippers.

Figure 12 Encountering on the Dortmund-Ems-Kanal

II.

Navigation in traffic with different visibilities

The exercise with traffic has been carried out in the region of Duisburg. In total 83 traffic vessels
have been inserted in the scenario, most of them running upstream and downstream on their right
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river side and following predefined tracks. Some vessels (police boats) sailed on a centre track and
were hindering the voyage of the skipper.
The skipper had to sail within the traffic situation, to observe the other vessels and to adapt to the
different weather situations: good visibility, fog and night.
On the simulator SANDRA all traffic vessels had their navigation lights switched on, also on daylight,
see Figure 13. The reason for that is the impossibility to switch all navigational lights on and off on
demand when the fog and night situations are set.

Figure 13 Traffic with good visibility

Figure 14 Traffic with fog

Figure 15 Traffic at night
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Figure 16 Experienced skipper executing the manoeuvring exercise (I) on the simulator SANDRA

Figure 17 Experienced skipper performing the traffic exercise (III) on the simulator SANDRA
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b. Detailed description of testing on Diomedea (STC)
I: Manoeuvring on estuary/river/harbour with current
The vessel is leaving the harbour of Weurt sailing upstream. Along the river Waal there is a
downstream current of ± 5 or 6 km/h. After a few minutes sailing upstream the vessel will make a
turn and proceeds sailing down by head on her way back to the harbour of Weurt. With the rudder
to port the stern of the vessel will get a move to port due to the current. By means of giving full
ahead the stern of the vessel pushes itself through the current. Important for the Skipper is to
control the speed and the sideway movements of the vessel, caused by the current.
In the harbour the vessel will stop and will leave the harbour again stern first. While sailing
upstream the vessel is crossing the river to the right river bank and will drop anchor.
After restarting the vessel will leave the harbour, stern first, sailing downstream. The vessel will
turn and will proceed sailing upstream back to the harbour of Weurt. The vessel will enter the
harbour head first.
Total time of the exercise will be approximately 45 minutes.
II: Manoeuvring in a canal with wind and passing vessels
This exercise is performed on a 60 meter width artificial canal. The own vessel is a 110 m x 11.40 m
(L x W) loaded tanker. The first part of this exercise consists of 4 phases. Phase 1 is sailing in the
middle of canal without any wind or other vessels involved. In the 2nd phase there is an increasing
wind of 5 Bft coming in from starboard side. The Skipper needs to anticipate by means of giving
some rudder to starboard in order to keep the vessel on track. In the 3rd phase the wind declines
and the vessel takes another position near the bank of the canal in order to feel the banking and
the canal effect. In the 4th phase another vessel, with a width of 11.40 m, is coming from the
opposite direction. Ship-ship interaction takes place.
The 2nd part of the exercise also consists of the above mentioned 4 phases, with the only difference
that the own vessel is empty (110 m x 11.40 m)
III: Navigation in traffic with different visibilities
The exercise, consisting of 2 runs, with traffic has been carried out in the region of Tiel on the river
Waal. Several up- and downstream sailing target vessels following a predefined route are in this
exercise. There is a constant downstream current of ± 5 or 6 km/h. The target vessels consist of
different type of vessels. The skipper has to sail within the traffic situation, to observe the other
vessels and to adapt himself to the different visibility situations: good visibility, fog and night. The
visibility is changing every 5 minutes. All traffic vessels have their navigation lights switched on,
also on daylight. The reason for that is the impossibility to switch all navigational lights on and off
on demand when the fog and night situations are set.
The 1st run is performed with a 110 m x 11.40 m empty tanker (single prop.) and the 2nd run is
performed with a 110 m x 11.40 m loaded tanker (twin prop.)
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Figure 18 Navigation in fog

Figure 19 Navigation during night time

At the Diomedea simulator at STC-Group three different experienced skippers on two different days
carried out the test as described above. On the first day the assessments were done using the
scheme of Table 1, with one skipper. On the second day the scheme of Table 2 was used to do the
assessments with two skippers.
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Figure 20 Experienced skippers performing one of the exercises

Figure 21 The simulator instructor in control of the scenario
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c. Detailed description of testing on VSTEP (MAH)
At the VSTEP simulator at Maritieme Academy Harlingen the above mentioned scenarios were
carried out by one experienced skipper, according to the scheme in Table 1.

Figure 22 I-SHS at Maritieme Academy Harlingen

6. Results
a. Comparison use of simulator to real life experience
In total seven assessments have taken place; three each at the DST and the STC and one at the
simulator of the Maritieme Academy in Harlingen (MAH). All results have been summarized in the
evaluation sheet presented in Table 1 and Table 2. The skippers have been anonymized and the
results for each simulator type (DST and STC) have been drawn together to mean values.
The final results are given in Table 6 and Table 7. The summary shows values of 7.1 up to 8.3 as
averaged results for the different simulators. Looking at the details (answers of single persons to
single questions) it can be seen that some assessments are very low in comparison to the others (in
columns) and some are globally very high (in rows). The reason for that can be found both in the
individuality of the single persons as in the difference in the behaviour of the examiners to instruct
and guide the skippers.




The individuality of the single proband can only be overcome by enlarging the number of
skippers significantly. Also the background of all these people should be the same: They
should be experienced skippers on inland waterway vessels and should be new to a
simulator (this makes it impossible to use the same skippers for an assessment tour to all
simulators.
Even if the instructions for the exercises, the questionnaires and the evaluation scheme are
uniform for all assessment there is still the difference in the persons who supervises the
exercise and the skippers. As explained in chapter 5 a, the skippers need guidance when
filling the questionnaire to avoid too positive results (to make the instructor happy) or too
bad results (possibly misunderstandings in the question).
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A solution might be to use one single instructor or a small group out of the project partners and a
group of experienced skippers which may have experience on a simulator for a tour to all simulators
to be assessed. By this procedure most differences due to individual behaviour (instructors) and
opinion (skippers) can be avoided and a probably fair evaluation of the degree of realism of each
simulator can be achieved.
The conduction of the three exercises led to some partly unexpected conclusions:
 A skipper not used to sail a ship in a simulator is in a specific stress situation. This has two
reasons: not knowing, how the simulator really works and the ambition to give the very
best in comparison with other helmsmen. That might result in errors that would not occur
in real life, and these errors will produce more stress when detected. This was observed
especially at the encountering manoeuvre in the rather narrow channel.
 Filling the questionnaire without assistance is not recommended. The test person has to
read and understand all questions by himself and to give an estimation of his opinion. It
might be better to discuss the question with the skipper and lead him to an answer which is
very close to his real opinion. Otherwise he might give an assessment which is dictated by
the wish to give a more positive rating than intended to overestimate the simulator to
delight the instructor/evaluator.
 It is essential for a well-balanced assessment, that the instructor is watching the test
person and gives him assistance to relax and concentrate when needed. The intention, to
use skippers unexperienced on a simulator might be essential for the assessment, but it is
challenging for the instructors to achieve unaffected results with simulator-novices.
For the exercises at STC it can be stated, that:
Overall the skippers are positive about how realistic the simulator is. In the evaluations the skippers
gave useful feedback which can be used to improve the different simulations. It is important to
realize that experiences with different vessel types and engines in real life have their effect on the
experience in the simulator. A skipper or student that uses the simulator must always familiarize
with the simulator and the specific characteristics of the vessel used. According to the skippers the
power of the bow thruster should be increased, to get an even better realistic interaction. Besides
it was mentioned that in some specific situations the interaction between vessels could be
improved.
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Table 6 Final results of the assessment – Part 1

Table 7 Final results of the assessment – Part 2
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7. Cost comparison
In this paragraph an estimation of costs for assessments on an I-SHS and assessments on a real vessel
is performed and both are compared. Therefore, some boundary conditions had to be specified. This
comparison is based on the current assessment situation at the STC. Thus, an assessment on the ISHS takes 60 minutes and a maximum of six assessments per day can be performed. Costs for the
assessment on the I-SHS are mainly calculated by the fixed costs, given by investment costs, the
depreciation and maintenance coasts. Additionally, costs for teachers, assessors and classrooms for
briefing and debriefing have to be considered.
For an assessment on a real vessel, all operational costs including labour costs for the crew as well
as costs for teacher and assessor have to be taken into account. When a special competence should
be addressed, which is not assessable in the sailing area close to the training institute, additional
days for travelling to a suitable area have to be considered. Depending on the length of assessment
and the travel time, weekend and Sunday rates have to be calculated as well.
Costs for assessment on I-SHS
Since there is a variety of simulators with different functionalities and scopes, the investment costs
differ over a wide range. For the calculation, two exemplary simulators are used: A single bridge
simulator with investment costs of 400 000 € and a multiple bridge simulator with investment costs
of 1 000 000 €. The yearly costs are given by the depreciation and the maintenance costs. Also the
maintenance costs are varying and will be in the range of 5 -10 %, thus an average of 7 % is used in
the calculation. The depreciation is based on a period of seven years.

total costs per assessment
[€]

The total costs per assessment for using an I-SHS are calculated based on a minimum of 800 and a
maximum of 1600 assessments per year. Figure 23 shows the total cost per assessment depending on
the number of assessments for the single bridge and multiple bridge I-SHS. The higher the number
of assessments per year, the cheaper is the assessment.
700
600
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300
200
800

1000

1200

1400

1600

number of assessments per year
400k

1000k

Figure 23 Total costs per assessment vs. number of assessments on an I-SHS

Costs for assessment on vessel
The costs of a training vessel are 2295 Euro per day, including all operational costs such as crew
members. As mentioned above, days for travelling to a certain area have to be taken into account.
The influence of these travel days on the total costs is shown in Figure 24, where the total costs are
plotted over the days of assessments with different amounts of travel days. Further, this figure
shows the comparison to the costs for an assessment on the cheaper I-SHS.
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cost per assesment [€]
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Figure 24 Cost per assessment on a vessel vs. days of assessment

To conclude, the total costs for an assessment on the simulator are cheaper than the assessment on
a vessel, when a minimum of 800 assessments per year are performed. This is even valid for the
more expensive multiple bridge simulator compared to assessment on the vessel without additional
travel days. Not included in the calculation, since it is difficult to put into numbers, are the costs,
caused by possible accidences with the vessel, which are not existent on a simulator. This is a
further very important advantage of the assessment on a simulator. Critical situations or
combinations of environmental conditions and traffic can be trained more or less at the push of a
button with far less time effort and without any additional costs in case of accidents.
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8. Summary and Outlook
a. Summary
Within this task of the project PROMINENT the effectiveness of the use of simulations with respect
to education and examination had to be assessed. Two main aspects have been considered:


The degree of realism of a simulation
For this assessment a strategy has been developed which allows to rate the different
simulators using specified exercises which include a lot of hydrodynamic, environmental and
equipment aspects which shall be evaluated by experienced skippers. The main focus of this
assessment is the realism which a simulator depicts to the applicants.



The cost comparison between the use of a training ship and a simulator.

b. General conclusions on results achieved
Both regarding the quality and the expenses a simulator can be recommended for education and
examination. The simulator itself has to fulfil certain criteria from which the most important is the
best possible replication of the reality. The strategy of assessing this degree of realism developed
here may help in the decision making process of a simulator utilization for education, training and
examination purposes.
Examination and education at a ship handling simulator are coupled. As soon as practical
examinations are performed using a simulator, some part of the education should take place at a
simulator, so that the students become familiar with it before the exam. It can be expected that
with the increasing number of hours of training and examinations in the EU, new and larger
simulators will be build, and with this the installation costs of simulators will decrease.
A significant part of the investment costs refers to the software. With EU wide standardized
education and examination the simulator models of the ships and the exercise areas should be the
same. There is no technical need, why they could not be interchangeable and with the appropriate
license agreement significant costs may be saved.
The cost comparison between simulator and vessel is very difficult. The training possibilities in the
simulator exceed those on board by far. Therefore only the costs of exercises that can be trained
both on board and in the simulator can be compared. Neither critical situations can be
trained/examined on board nor can certain situations be repeated exactly.
Training on board and in the simulator must be understood as complementary. A certain (even it is
only a little) degree of realism is always missing in the simulator. On the other hand, the training
opportunities and the degree of freedom concerning the training contents in the simulator are much
more extensive.
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c. Outlook
Among the several activities on European level regarding inland nautical simulators this assessment
strategy fills a gap. While most projects and working groups mainly deal with the technical aspects
of bridge equipment, simulator performance and hydrodynamic modelling on an objective basis the
assessment method developed in PROMINENT is a subjective approach. By keeping as many
parameters as constant as possible and using a certain number of probands it is possible to rate the
degree of realism which a simulator reflects with satisfactory accuracy. Future applications of this
strategy considering the experiences made here may lead to a well suitable tool for the assessment
of inland nautical simulators. It must also be taken into consideration that the technical
development of the simulators is progressing rapidly, which makes it reasonable to repeat this
assessment in a few years.
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B
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